Abstract-Multifilter banks having all properties of symmetry, balancing, optimum time-frequency resolution, arbitrary order vanishing moment, orthogonality and compactly supported together are constructed for the first time. Thus overcome the shortcoming of the present orthogonal optimum time-frequency resolution multifilter banks that have only the properties of symmetry and 2-order vanishing moment but not balanced. Balanced symmetric orthogonal multifilter banks with good regularity and time-frequency resolution are also provided. Due to the excellent properties, application experiments in image denoising and compression showed that, most of our multifilter banks outperform the best tools known as multiwavelet SA4 and wavelet CDF9-7 in denoising with texture image and smooth image. They also outperform multiwavelet SA4 or approximate wavelet DB4 in compression with texture image.
INTRODUCTION
Multiwavelet is attracting more and more attention for its good properties such as orthogonality, symmetry, compactly supported, high vanishing moment and balance contrast with the traditional wavelet. These properties, along with optimum time-frequency resolution (OPTFR) are all very important in image processing. Generally, multiwavelet with i) orthogonality can keep energy conserved and make less redundancy; ii) the property of symmetry adapts to the function of human eyes. Image distortion can be reduced by symmetric extension transform of signals with finite length; iii) higher vanishing moment can lead to energy concentration in the part of low-frequency, with more zero values in the high frequency part; iv) in image processing, smooth error is more tolerable for human eyes than non-regular error that has the same energy, which emphasizes the importance of regularity for multiwavelet to improve the quality of reconstructed image; v) the property of locational timefrequency also plays a vital role in the great task of coding with stable image compacting or digital video [1] [2] , especially when extracting high frequency components such as textures, edges and movements; vi) in image denoising with balanced multiwavelet, the aliasing of low-frequency and high-frequency signals can be avoid, and good performance can be expected without pre-filtering. Therefore, how to design the balanced multifilter banks with all the properties of symmetry, time-frequency resolution, high vanishing moment, regularity and orthogonality together is a valuable issue to pay attention to.
In 1998, Jiang [4] first introduced the concept of timefrequency resolution of multiwavelets. Using OPTFR orthogonal multiwavelets, Jiang got some ideal result in image compressing. To present, Jiang's work is known as the best in dealing with OPTFR multiwavelet and its application. However, with only 2-order vanishing moment, the capability of approximating to smooth function for Jiang's OPTFR orthogonal multiwavelets is limited. Moreover, the orthogonal OPTFR multiwavelets in Jiang [4] are not balanced. Although we can get balanced orthogonal scaling functions and mutliwavelets by rotating them for / 4 π angle, the symmetry of the scaling functions, multiwavelets and their multifilter banks would be lost, which are not optimum in its timefrequency property any longer. Later in 2000, Jiang [6] introduced the parameterized representation of the symmetric orthogonal multiwavelet with different length of filter banks. But he only provided the example of the smoothest multifilter banks, without considering the timefrequency property.
With the properties of symmetry, balancing, optimum time-frequency resolution, arbitrary order vanishing moment and orthogonality synthetically concerned, construction method of multiwavelets is improved, and balanced symmetric orthogonal multifilter banks with arbitrary vanishing moment and optimum in timefrequency resolution were obtained. Furthermore, application in image denoising and compression showed their advantages.
II. RELEVANT THEORY
Suppose a set of compactly supported scaling functions whose integer translates form an 2 1 , , 
or equivalently satisfying 
, and is the normalized right 1-eigenvector of 
Thus, the representation matrix of the operator
If a matrix or an operator satisfier Condition E, then the spectral radius of is 1, 1 is the unique eigenvalue of on the unit circle and 1 is simple. 
, where f denotes the Fourier transform of f .
If the compactly supported refinable vector Φ is stable, then the property that Φ has approximation of order m is equivalent to that P satisfies the vanishing moment conditions of order [10] . 
where the real 1 r × row vector . 
corresponding scaling functions Φ and multiwavelets Ψ are not symmetric or antisymmetric. However, as multifilter banks, the rows of and are symmetric and antisymmetric respectively, which are more important than the symmetry of , in image applications.
In this paper, we will discuss orthogonal multifilter banks { , with , having the form of (6). It is
for some integer and that
Assume that the multfilter bank { , is orthogonal and that , satisfy (7), then
Proposition 2. A Causal FIR filter bank { , is
orthogonal and satisfies (7) if and only if it can be factorized as
where and 
Definition 2. For a real vector function
supported in , define the energy moments of Definition 3. For a real vector function 
, then the center in the frequency domain ω and the frequency-bandwidth f ∆ of f are defined by 
To construct multiwavelets with good time-frequency properties means to find scaling functions and multiwavelets that are less in window area .
S

III. MAIN ALGORITHM AND RESULT
This paper aims to construct the multiwavelets with good properties of arbitrary order vanishing moment, time-frequency property and regularity through synthetic method of the genetic algorithm and parameterization.
A. The algorithm for computing time-frequency window area
It is not difficult to conclude that the frequencybandwidth of scaling function and multiwavelet function with high order ( )of Jiang's [4] cannot be obtained, which will furthermore influent the calculation of window area under the high order condition. The 2-order energy of scaling function and multiwavelets is finally worked out by using formula (10) .
S
The new algorithm for the area of time-frequency window is as follows:
Step Step 3: Compute the window area S of the scaling functions and multiwavelet functions with formula (10) .
The main body of cascade formula (3) 
B. New algorithm of designing balanced symmetric orthogonal multifilter banks
This paper aims to construct the balanced symmetric orthogonal multifilter banks with arbitrary order vanishing moments through synthetic method of parameterization and solving the nonlinear equations of vanishing moment conditions.
Step 1: Construct the parameterized representation of multifilter banks P and Q which satisfy the conditions of orthogonality and balanced of order 1. P and can be expressed as (6):
Q
Step 2: Find the parameter that has maximum Sobolev regularity through the method of genetic algorithm.
Step 3: Find the parameter that makes the minimum window area through the method of genetic algorithm.
Step 4: Derive the conditions of vanishing moment of each order out according to Proposition 1.
Step 5: Solve the nonlinear equations of vanishing moment conditions. Thus determine the parameter value of P and . Then, compute the corresponding window area out.
Step 6: If the solution of vanishing moment condition is not unique, then Select the parameter that makes the maximum Sobolev regularity.
Select the parameter that makes the minimum window area.
Select the parameter which makes good perform both in regularity and time-frequency properties.
Step 7: Verify that whether the representation matrix of lowpass filter corresponding to the selecting parameters can satisfy the condition E [9] . P T Although these multifilter banks only produce scaling functions and multiwavelet functions with approximate symmetry, the parameterized form of P γ can not only satisfy the condition of 1-order balance, but also has γ free parameters, which is suitable to use in constructing the balanced symmetric orthogonal multifilter banks with vanishing moment of high order and smoothness.
During the 4 th step of the algorithm, the vanishing moment condition of each order with parameters are obtained. Thus the problem turns to the solving of nonlinear equations. In this paper, the classical Newton algorithm and secant algorithm are used, during which the error 
C. Construction result
The scaling function Table I shows the properties of the balanced symmetric orthogonal multifilter banks constructed in this paper when We representatively list the coefficients of OS3_V3 as follows, which is good in regularity and time-frequency resolution with 3-order vanishing moment. angle, the symmetry of the balanced multiwavelets and the multifilter banks would be lost, which are not optimum in its time-frequency property any longer. The multifilter banks constructed in this paper are not only balanced, but also have the balanced optimum time-frequency resolution and the symmetry properties as concerned in formula (6) .
c) The window area of multifilter banks we constructed is smaller than those of Jiang's [4] . For example, the window area of O2_V2 is 3.2 smaller than J_EX4, with their support being both 5. Although the support of O3_V2, OS3_V2, O3_V3, OS3_V3, O4_V2, OS4_V2, O4_V3 and OS4_V3 are longer than Jiang's, the window areas of them are all smaller by contraries.
IV. APPLICATION IN IMAGE PROCESSING
In order to test the performances of the balanced symmetric orthogonal OPTFR multiwavelets constructed in our research, we use the standard 512 512 grey image named Lena, Baboon and Barbara to do the simulating experiment, in which Barbara and Baboon are texture images, and Lena is the typical smooth image. As i)wavelets CDF9-7, DB4 and multiwavelet SA4 performing well in image processing, ii)multiwavelet GHM being similar in form of multifilter bank with ours, iii) J_EX2 and J_EX4 being the best two OPTFR multiwavelets of Jiang's [4] , we choose these wavelets/multiwavelets to do our experiment.
A. Application in image denoising
During the experiment, we first produced three kind of noise image of different intensity ( ). Then, with each kind of noise image decomposed to three degree, the denoising is pursued with Donoho's SureShrink [9] threshold value program. Finally, the denoising images are reconstructed with multiwavelet inverse transformation. Table II shows the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of noising image and reconstructed denoising image. As shown in fig.1 , the summery of denoising appreciation index (adding three PSNRs in the same row of Table II) to every multiwavelet for Barbara, Baboon and Lena are listed. In fig.2, a) is the original image of Lena, b), c) and d) are the denoising image processed by OS3_V3, J_EX2 and SA4 seperately, based on the noising image of Lena with 20 σ = (not showed here). Likewise, in fig.3, a) is the original image of Barbara, b),c) and d) are the denoising image processed by OS3_V3, J_EX2 and SA4 seperately.
The experiment results show that: a) The multifilter banks we have constructed are obviously better than multiwavelet GHM in image denoising. Moreover, the advantages become bigger with more noise. For texture image Barbara and Baboon, the value of PSNR is higher for 0.71 to 1.61dB; for image Lena, it is also higher for 1.04 to 3.14dB. Especially for multiwavelet O2_V2, it is lower in regularity for 0.5 and smaller in time-frequency window area for 2.4 contrasting with GHM when their vanishing moment is equivalent. Further more, its performance with Lena and Barbara are greatly better than GHM. b) Contrast with multiwavelet J_EX4(NO.3), multiwavelet O2_V2(NO.7) has the same support, but lower in regularity for 0.7 and smaller in time-frequency window area for 3.2, which makes good greatly for its performance in image denoising. In fig. 1 , we can see that O2_V2 perform better in denoising for all the three images than J_EX2 (NO.2), which was the best multiwavelet of Jiang's. c) As shown in fig. 1 , from multiwavelet SA4(NO.4) to wavelet CDF9-7(NO.6) and DB4(NO.5), the denoising performance decrease in turn, and SA4 is the best one at present. However, the synthetic performances of our multiwavelets(NO10. TO NO.14) in image denoising are better than SA4. In summery, the multifilter banks constructed in this paper have good performances in both texture image and smooth image. Especially for S3_V2, OS3_V2, O3_V3, S3_V3 and OS3_V3, their performances in image denoising are better than not only the best multiwavelet SA4, but also the best wavelet CDF9-7 at present. 
B. Application in image compression
During the experiment, the multiwavelet is decomposed to 5 degree first. Then, job of quantification and compression are done by the improved SPIHT algorithm [12] . Finally, decoding for SPIHT bit current and image reconstructing through multiwavelet inverse transformation are performed. As the aim of our experiment is to contrast with the different performances of various multiwavelets/wavelets, the process of arithmetic coding for bit current which is coded by SPIHT is neglected. The contrasting experiment based on SPIHT bit current can well demonstrate the difference performances of the multifilter/filter banks. Table III shows the values of PSNR for the multiwavelets/ wavelets dealing with Barbara, Baboon and Lena with the compression rate of 16:1, 32:1 and 64:1 .
From the experiment we found that: a) The performances of the multifilter banks we constructed in image compression are obviously better than that of GHM. As for image Barbara, Baboon and Lena, the value of PSNR of our result is higher than that of GHM for 0.42 to 1.86dB, 0.23 to 0.70dB and 0.34 to 1.04dB separately. b) From fig. 4 we know, as for the three images we chose, most of our multifilter banks performed better than J_EX4 in image compression. As J_EX2 being the OPTFR multiwavelet of Jiang's [4] with shortest supported in [0, 3] , most of our multifilter banks performed better than J_EX2 in compression with Barbara, and approximate J_EX2 with Baboon. c) As shown in a) and b) of fig. 4 , the best performances in compressing with texture image Barbara and Baboon are made by wavelet CDF9-7, wavelet DB4 and multiwavelet SA4. However, most of our multiwavelets are synthetically better performed than the best multiwavelet SA4, and better than or approximate that of wavelet DB4.
Image compression experiments show that, the performances of most of our multiwavelets are better than that of SA4 and approximate wavelet DB4.
It is not difficult to see that, the performances of OS3_V2, S3_V2, O3_V3, S3_V3, OS3_V3 in image compression are better than that of the others especially when dealing with texture images.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, construction method is improved to obtain the multifilter banks that have good properties and better performances in image processing. By introduce the time-frequency property to the construction of balanced symmetric orthogonal multifilter banks, we first obtained the optimum time-frequency resolution multifilter banks which have arbitrary vanishing moment. With the properties of vanishing moment, regularity, time-frequency resolution synthetically concerned, we first constructed the multifilter banks which have good performances both in regularity and time-frequency resolution. Furthermore, the smoothest balanced symmetric orthogonal multifilter bank is obtained. Application experiments in image processing show that, the performances of most of our multifilter banks in image denoising are better than that of multiwavelet SA4 and wavelet CDF9-7. As for image compression, their performances are better than that of SA4 and approximate wavelet DB4.
